
Create a new document 5" x 5"

SHAPES:
1. Ellipse tool (L), create an ellipse.
2. Fill the ellipse with a radial gradient from the Gradient panel. In the Gradient panel, 
change the first color. Change the second color. You can add more colors but do not get carried 
away. You can change the radius in the Gradient panel: Location  and the center point.

there are many extra tools in the gradient tool bar - location, color, number of colors 
position, opacity etc.
3. Use your layers
4. Remember the outline or stroke - do you want it?
5. You can scale existing objects, copy and paste and change colors in the gradient panel 

when the object is selected

CHANGING SHAPES
6. To round corners on a rectangle - Go Effects > Stylize > Round Corners and in the 
Round Corners dialog. The radius might change depending on dimension of your artwork. Just 
play around until you get something. 
7. Object > Expand Appearance.
8. Effects > Warp > Arch. With the Warp Options dialog open, make sure the Horizontal 
radial button in selected, change the Bend percentage. OR  change the Horizontal Distortion 
9. Object > Expand Appearance.

shape builder (holding down alt tool to delete overlapping ares)

CHANGING COLOR OF SHAPES
10. Change the fill of the warped shape to a linear gradient. Click on the boxes to change 
the  color. With the Gradient tool (G) adjust the gradient by moving the the points on the line 
tool.

11. use your transform tool to rotate the object

CHANGING SHAPE 
WITH DIRECT SELECTION TOOL
12. There are 2 arrows  - solid for entire selection of object

open - you can change the shape using anchor points
remember you can change the type of point under the pen tool - +, -, >

WITH PATH FINDER
13. you need 2 objects to use the pathfinder - the top object will change the object underneath.
14. Play with the shapes in the tool box - select the shape and click on the work area and select 
different point amount etc.
15.  Effects > Stylize > Round Corners and in the Round Corners dialog,
16.  Effect > Warp > Arch. Within the Warp Options dialog, select the Vertical radial button and 
change the Bend percentage

USING CLIPPING PATH
17. This technique will allow you to extract more than one object.



select the objects you want - the top object will extract the ones underneath - OBJECT> 
> Clipping Mask to hide and crop into place. You can clip as many objects individually as 
you want but just remember to arrange your layers.

18. Use the object > path > offset path to create shadows or expanded areas.
BRUSHES
19. There are many different brushes under the tool preferences and you can make your 
own.
20. A simple way to make your own pen tool - draw a small circle. Use the Direct Selection 
Tool to drag the right hand point outwards. Remove the Bezier curves using the Convert Anchor 
tool under the Pen tool options, then click the New Brush Icon. In the options, choose New Art 
Brush, and change the color to Tints. Name your new brush and create your new texture or 
outline.
21. Now Using the Brush tool, draw each piece of hair spanning from the body outwards. 
22. Select one of the hairs, then go to Select > Same > Stroke Color. this will select all the 
same color. Object > Expand Appearance,
23  To  add the main body to the selection by Shift+clicking. 
24. Choose the Add to Shape Area option from the Pathfinder window to blend it all together. 
25. Add an Inner Glow from the Effects menu to add depth to the graphic, choose a different 
color blur to control the amount of glow that appears.
26. Repeat the process to fill out the
27. Zoom in and tidy up

Tutorial websites
Lynda.com
https://design.tutsplus.com/tutorials/how-to-create-a-set-of-flat-animal-icons-in-adobe-
illustrator--cms-24710


